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WE ARE CELEBRATING

YEARS

WE ARE CELEBRATING AT MCCOLL CENTER.
WHY?
BECAUSE ART LIVES HERE.
BECAUSE ART WORKS HERE.
And, we are in our 15th year of celebrating the art of our times.
Within the next few months we will officially start using our new name,
McColl Center for Art + Innovation, go live with a new website, launch two
new Spheres of Impact: Social Justice and International, and welcome a
phenomenal session of artists and exhibitions including the Southeast solo
debut exhibition Stayin’ Alive by Aurora Robson, and the 15-Year Anniversary
Exhibition of 1999 Alumnus Marek Ranis in September.
We are also celebrating our friends. Those who invest their time and talent
tirelessly and with unwavering passion. We are grateful for our ever expanding
community and proud to lead efforts that continue to position artists as
catalysts for change in Charlotte and beyond.
Guided by our Spheres of Impact we champion the art of our times and the
artists who strive to discover all possibilities both real and yet to be imagined.
You belong here, come celebrate with us.
Suz

Suzanne Fetscher
President & CEO

Q+A

with ArtPlace America
Environmental Artist

AURORA
ROBSON

Resident from January 12 to May 13, 2014

Many of your early years were spent in Hawaii. Did this contribute to your creative process?
Growing up in Hawaii was incredible. I spent every day of my childhood in tropical paradise,
in this incredible majestic complex natural setting, it was a wilderness, largely untamed. I
picked passion fruit from the vine, papayas off a tree in my back yard and danced the Hula
with my classmates in school, rode a horse to school sometimes, spent my days barefoot. It
was full of diverse flavors, smells, sounds, textures. I had a sensual, rich life there on many
levels, but it was also very complicated. There is a great deal of racial tension in Hawaii. I
grew up as the minority, so it was a challenging life on many levels because of that and also
my family situation was highly unorthodox and stressful. I had to deal with extreme anxiety
while I existed in this incredible place. I think it taught me at an early age that light and dark
are forever conjoined in dance. That is the essence of life, it is like binary code. You don’t get
happiness without suffering.
Did this contribute to your creative process?
I am sure the experience contributed on many levels to my process - especially in terms
of priming me for the unusual life of being a practicing artist. The majority of people in
this country can’t relate to what it means to be a practicing artist. Artists live outside of
the economic and social systems that support most people, we have to navigate our lives
without a safety net or predetermined set of guidelines or common values. Artists are similar
to scientists in that if we are doing a good job we are constantly experimenting, considering
all the possibilities, revealing things that people haven’t considered. My experience in Hawaii
provided the foundation for all my work. It was a beautiful, glorious, complex dream and also
a terrifying nightmare.
Would you say your work pays tribute to the past or prepares for the future?
I am interested in creating sustainable work that sustains not only myself but other artists
who are interested in developing their own sustainable practices. I studied art history in
college and think it is essential for artists to have a sense of context for their work by having
a clear understanding of where we are in the grand scheme of things - sort of like assessing
what has been done thus far so that you can determine where the most work should be done
to flesh out this thing called art. Art is a reflection of what it is to be a human being on earth
at a certain point in space and time. Artists are essentially visionaries.

So in essence you honor the past – but your eyes are cast to the future…
The very nature of being an artist means you are envisioning something and then making
it so. I believe my job is to envision the future and as an artist I make it a point to envision
a habitable future. My work is about crafting a sustainable path towards a semi-utopian
destination. My days involve taking a machete to forge a path almost entirely uphill through a
vast jungle of overgrown neglect - in terms of consciousness. I extract from that challenging,
meditative experience to create works that I hope lovingly, gently remind people of what we
are all capable of.
Do you think there is a disconnect between sustainability and art?
Yes, for the most part. I aim to bridge that gap, especially by giving young creative people
the tools and insight into how to work in a more sustainable way themselves. It is more
challenging, but worth the challenge as it gives your work instant relevance - which so much
“art” is lacking. There is a lot of aimless expression and exploration without a destination.
Aimlessness is fine for some people I suppose...
Working sustainably opens your work up to a broader audience, not just the minuscule
fraction of society who can typically afford to think seriously about art and support artists.
If you make your work with a sensitivity to what is actually happening around you, people
wake up and recognize that what you are doing pertains to them. It is personal and global.
Art is a global language and it can and should be used to address global issues that other
forms of communication fail to.
What do you hope to accomplish with Stayin’ Alive?
Stayin’ Alive is an exhibition of work that is reflective of my
inquiry into our perception of matter and sustainability.
When I think of sustainability I am thinking of what
staying alive entails - not just surviving, but living. We
need different types of sustenance. The environment
needs to be sustained so that we can sustain ourselves
physically, emotionally, intellectually, economically. If
we want to stay alive as a species we need to shift our
perception of value, matter, each other and ourselves.
I have been working with debris as my dominant
medium for about a decade now. Plastic pollution is
like a big dirty secret that plagues this country and is a
growing global health concern. This material has toxins
in it, absorbs toxins in water and is increasingly finding
its way into our water and waterways. It is entering the
food chain and is associated with a number of health
problems ranging from cancer to attention deficit
disorder. In this exhibition I am addressing this issue
and the issues surrounding it and at the root of it - in
such a way that I hope empowers people and provides a
platform for the proliferation of rational optimism.
Aurora Robson leading the stream clean
up during the Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of
Service on January 20, 2014.

You are also creating another conduit to address this issue of “sustainability and art”. Tell us
about it.
Project Vortex is a multi-layered project. It is intended to first help promote and support
creative people who are engaged in serious inquiry with plastic debris while broadening the
scope of the work we are doing. It is also an educational tool to help teach young aspiring
artists, designers and students how to work with debris and why this is a viable option. My
biggest, probably most potentially effective goal with Project Vortex is the course Sculpture
+ Intercepting the Waste Stream which the McColl Center is helping me develop and prepare
for broader implementation in colleges and high schools internationally.
Tell us more about this…
It is currently being taught at CPCC. If this course was taught at every college on the planet
as part of the core curriculum, every spring, we could actually restrict the flow of debris
to our oceans, thereby creating a culture of creative stewardship through the pre-existing
infrastructure of education systems. It is a course that is challenging, but appeals to students
in biology, environmental science and creative fields of study and it provides them with an
opportunity to participate in something that is highly relevant, has a broad impact on future
generations and bridges gaps between communities, art and science and has a component
of economic sustainability. It gives young creative people the gift of professionalism and
effectiveness. It is essentially spring cleaning for the planet.
What’s next for you in Charlotte and abroad?
I am working in an new way -- I will be installing my first large scale outdoor commission
made from industrial plastic waste here in Charlotte, sometime soon after Stayin’ Alive opens.
It will be made from large HDPE barrels that are used to transport water, oil, detergents, stuff
like that. These barrels could easily be sterilized and reused the way we sterilize and reuse
surgical equipment, but they are typically not. Plastics are so disproportionately inexpensive.
They have a huge long term cost because plastics don’t biodegrade - they photo-degrade
and this process takes hundreds if not thousands of years. Plastics have archival integrity built
into them and this hasn’t adequately been explored as a viable art medium. This is a great
opportunity for me to expand my practice in such a way that it will be more visible outside
of the gallery setting, and give me the chance to exercise more muscles, thereby making my
own practice more sustainable long term. This is the beginning of a new chapter in my work
where I will be creating work that honors the environment and is intended to exist in the
environment without doing any harm. I am interested in these large outdoor objects serving
as beacons of light, so that people can have a sense of potentiality and direction. It almost
seems like I have been practicing for a decade in preparation for this scaling up that is about
to occur. The sky is not the limit. There is no limit.
Right: Kamilo, 2011, Plastic marine
debris, 54 x 48 x 48 inches (detail)

AURORA ROBSON

OPENING RECEPTION

MAY 9

6 to 9 PM
FREE ADMISSION

ON EXHIBITION

Artist Talk
6:30 PM

MAY 9 - JULY 26

PRESENTED BY

The Environmental Program
The Environmental Artist-in-Residence program (EAIR) was created in 2009 on the principle
that an integration of art, science, community engagement, and education would create
innovative, effective and replicable ecological interventions and strategies. Keeping pace
with Charlotte as a growing and evolving city the program has paired artists, community and
collaborators to develop effective mitigation models. Working across fields, environmental
artists work in collaboration with scientists, community leaders, citizens, urban planners,
natural resources managers and students to intervene and create sustainable models that
address the environmental, social and economically resilient.
Last May, the Center gained recognition for its Environmental Program upon receiving
from ArtPlace America, a two-year program grant that introduces eight artists’ projects
into Brightwalk at Historic Double Oaks, an emerging mixed-income neighborhood in
Charlotte’s Statesville Avenue Corridor. This grant, through a unique partnership between
the Center and Charlotte-Mecklenburg Housing Partnership (CHMP), the owner/developer
of Brightwalk, is enabling the Center to create an Art & Ecology Campus. The Art & Ecology
Campus at Brightwalk utilizes art and the natural environment to create the context to bring
people and space together.
As the Center approaches year one of the grant implementation, it has advanced and refined
EAIR community engagement model. Working closely with residents in the Statesville
Avenue Corridor, actively co-constructing ideas, workshops, artist visits and placemaking
activities to support the advancement of art, culture and science.
Over the next year, seven nationally and internationally recognized artists will work in
Brightwalk. Working with residents and stakeholders to create site-specific installations,
which will range in scale and scope from an orchard to playground elements. Each artist
will lead a series of engagement activities, which will include design solutions, makersworkshops to movie nights.
Achieving balance between art, science, education and community the Environmental
Program will create an unprecedented model of how neighborhoods, artists, city, county
government, commercial and residential sectors can collaborate. This “culturally oriented
development” allows for the McColl Center to advance big ideas around revitalization while
retaining the cultural identity of place.

Ru ga n z u B r u no
ARTPLACE AMERICA ENVIRONMENTAL ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE // UGANDA
MIXED MEDIA // SPHERE OF IMPACT: ENVIRONMENT
STUDIO 313 // APRIL 30 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Art critic Bernard Berenson theorized that creativity begins “with the natural genius of
childhood and the ‘spirit of place.’“ Ruganzu Bruno, is an eco-artist from Uganda. Orphaned as
a child, Ruganzu is committed to creating environments which support healthy childhoods.
He is committed to transforming space, waste and environment by creating playground
elements around the world utilizing salvaged waste. Altering the landscape of the lives
of youths in the slums of Kampala, he provides the opportunity for children to play, learn,
explore and engage in a new way in their urban environment. Through his play interventions,
he addresses the global mental and physical challenges universal to urban communities, due
to the lack of play and connection with the natural world.
Ruganzu will be in residence at McColl Center for Visual Art as an ArtPlace America Environmental
Artist-in-Residence. He will create a sculptural play element that will respond to environmental
changes and also mitigate runoff at the Art & Ecology Campus at Brightwalk. Committed to
social engagement and art which addresses a community’s needs, Ruganzu will lead workshops,
work with students, teachers and residents leading experiential learning opportunities utilizing
salvaged materials to create learning experiences, business innovation and art.
Trained as a painter and sculptor, Ruganzu Bruno is the founding curator of TEDxKampala,
the winner of the the first City 2.0 Award in 2012 and a lecturer in the department of Art
& Design at Kyambogo University. He also is the recipient 2011 Young Achievers Award
(Art, Fashion and Culture) winner, 2011 Planet Women Photography Competition(Uganda)
winner, Rio+20 Plasticity International competition (Capturing Gold category) award 2012.

Our Place, Our Right to Play, 2012, Uganda

A lix l a m b e r t
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE // BROOKLYN, NY
PHOTOGRAPHY, DOCUMENTARY FILMS, AUTHOR // SPHERE OF IMPACT: SOCIAL JUSTICE
STUDIO 218 // JULY 1 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Artist, filmmaker, TV writer, and author Alix Lambert addresses some of society’s most potent
and persistent issues. Her influential and acclaimed documentary about Russian prisoners
and their elaborate tattoos entitled, The Mark of Cain (Pink Ghetto Productions, 1999), not
only decoded a subculture of criminal iconography, it exposed a system of institutionalized
human atrocity that caught the attention of the United Nations.
During her Winter 2014 residency at McColl Center for Visual Art, Lambert continued to
develop new work related to her nationwide, interdisciplinary project, CRIME USA. This
ongoing series has examined the relationship between criminals and their victims within
the context of a system designed to protect, serve, and punish. Lambert returns this summer
to Charlotte to produce new work for an expansive exhibition and performance project to
debut at McColl Center in January 2015.
Lambert received her BFA from the School of Visual Arts, NY and additional training at the
Royal College of Art in London and the Parsons School of Design, New York. She has also
been an artist-in-residence at The MacDowell Colony, Headlands, and The Studios of Key
West. Lambert has also produced segments of ABC’s Nightline. Her work has been featured
in exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, Venice Biennale, Italy and Georges
Pompidou Center, Paris.

Above: Crime: A Series Of Extraordinary Interviews, deluxe edition
published by FUEL Publishing, 2009
Right: Alix Lambert working on a new series of silkscreens in
McColl Center’s print studio.

JO N P RIC HA R D
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
MIXED MEDIA, PERFORMANCE // SPHERE OF IMPACT: BEAUTY
STUDIO 219 // APRIL 14 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Jonathan Prichard’s practice incorporates performance art, elaborate costumes, dance, and
sculptural elements that, when combined, represent altered psychological states and chaotic
situations. Humor plays a major role in his improvised public interventions with his cast of
collaborators that aim to disrupt public apathy often found in city streets.
During his residency, Prichard plans to explore and document the area’s urban structures
and neighborhoods for truly site specific experiences in and around the Center which will be
developed in partnership with volunteers and his core performance art ensemble Sinergismo.
Prichard was born in Chapel Hill, NC. He received a BFA in painting and printmaking and a
MFA in sculpture from Winthrop University. Since 2011, he has been an Adjunct Professor at
Winthrop teaching 3D design, drawing, and performance.
Character from the performance Color Code, 2014

Rosalia Torres-Weiner (right) with participant during a recent Papalote Project workshop.

RO SA L IA T OR R E S -W EI N ER
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
PAINTING, MIXED MEDIA // SPHERES OF IMPACT: SOCIAL JUSTICE, INTERNATIONAL
STUDIO 216 // APRIL 14 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Embracing a wide variety of creative outlets from developing murals to organizing
community storytelling events, Rosalia Torres-Weiner is an artist/activist who draws on her
Mexican heritage to address persistent issues faced by immigrant populations. In addition to
a prolific studio practice, Torres-Weiner helps young people cope with the trauma associated
with the deportation of loved ones—an issue that often goes unnoticed and unhealed. In
her words, “My aim is to use my art to make a social difference, and serve as part of a broader
solution to issues affecting all of us.”
While her paintings, murals, and collages are linked by a vibrant narrative thread, it is the
stories that are revealed through her community engagements that resonate in compelling
and unexpected ways. During her residency this summer, Torres-Weiner will continue to
advance the Papalote Project, an ongoing series of art workshops that help local children
tell how they have been affected by the deportation of a relative. She will also focus on
the completion of an illustrated children’s book called “The Magic Kite,” a story that focuses
on a boy in America named Tito, whose father is deported. “The Magic Kite” is also in early
development for a stage production.
Beyond her local community and native Mexico, Rosalia Torres-Weiner extends her practice
to raising awareness and funds for those in need all over the world. In 2010 she founded
Project Art Aid in response to the devastating earthquakes in Haiti and Chile, and now
benefits the American Cancer Society. She is an active representative for the arts community
and regularly lectures on her work and outreach.

STACE Y DAV I D S ON
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
PAINTING, MIXED MEDIA, PHOTOGRAPHY // SPHERE OF IMPACT: BEAUTY
STUDIO 215 // APRIL 14 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Stacey Davidson explores the traditions of portraiture in a variety of mediums, some of which
have pushed her beyond the physical bounds of her studio and into the realm of whimsical
public interventions. Trained as a painter, Davidson decided some years ago to pursue
sculpture in order to make three-dimensional doll forms that might serve as more willing, if
not patient, subjects. The use of posable dolls call to mind the work of Kiki Smith and Hans
Bellmer, whose work demonstrates considerable levels of control and manipulation. From
the wigs to the costumes, her cast of characters is meticulously handcrafted, each with a
distinct individual presence.
In Davidson’s paintings, each doll takes on a life of its own, each imbued with a very specific
personality. Simultaneously lifelike and artificial, the dolls and their painted portraits reflect
the complexity of human emotion. Delusions, foibles, and weakness are among her primary
concerns, along with our beauty, vulnerability, and our smallness–regardless of how big we
are in our own minds.
Stacey Davidson is an assistant professor of painting at Winthrop University in Rock Hill,
South Carolina. She received a BFA in painting from the Maryland Institute, College of Art
(MICA) and an MFA in painting from the University of Cincinnati. In addition, she has shown
with Marlborough Graphics in New York and London.

Fountain, 2011, Digital photograph, Dimensions variable

A N DY M c M I L L A N
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
PHOTOGRAPHY // SPHERE OF IMPACT: SOCIAL JUSTICE
STUDIO 221 // APRIL 14 to AUGUST 19, 2014
Photographer Andy McMillan has amassed a substantial portfolio of commissioned editorial
projects that include The New York Times, Essence, Mother Jones, US News and World Report
among others. In 2006, he embarked on an ambitious series of landscape imagery and
portraits of individuals of the ill-fated and Christian theme park and housing development
in South Carolina initiated by Jim Bakker, the high-profile televangelist who fell from grace in
the late 1980s. The series tells the story of a community of disillusioned followers who remain
true to their fate, yet continued to reside in a crumbling infrastructure.
During his summer residency at McColl Center for Visual Art, McMillan will focus on a new
series that will draw from the tradition of the human figure as depicted in the southern
landscape. Among these sources are Civil War-era photographs in which deceased soldiers
were moved around the battlefield by photographers for more dramatic effects, thereby
altering the true events.
The series title, The June Singers, comes from a combination of two tragic characters from
20th Century American Literature: John Singer from Carson MacCuller’s The Heart Is A Lonely
Hunter and June Engstrom from John Updike’s Rabbit, Run. The June Singers is also meant to
allude to a type of light (June: bright summer) and the more literal limits of photography
(Singer: singing being aural and outside the realm of what’s photographically recordable).

Untitled (Elaine Riddick, NC Eugenics), 2011, Digital photograph,
Dimensions variable

Carolina Parakeet
with Appletini over
Fluorescent Green,
2013, Cast plastic,
concrete, steel, wood,
fired ceramic, paint,
glass, commercial tint,
46 x24 x82 inches

A U ST IN B A L L A R D
WINDGATE AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
MIXED MEDIA // SPHERE OF IMPACT: ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
STUDIO 316 // APRIL 14, 2014 to MARCH 24, 2015
Drawing on a rich tradition of woodcraft and joinery techniques, sculptor Austin Ballard
upends the rigidity of formal practice and functionality through the introduction of large,
abstract forms and unexpected juxtapositions. At first, the overall effect may appear
contradictory and aesthetically haphazard, but closer examination reveals among the
disparate elements a fluidity of form that is at once balanced and expressive.
During his residency, Ballard intends to expand on themes of “falling architecture” in which
motifs and materials associated with intimate, domestic interiors are combined with raw
industrial steel and concrete. Proposed works for outdoor spaces will explore how we live
both together and apart within the structures that define those relationships and boundaries.
A native of Charlotte, North Carolina Austin Ballard received his BFA from the UNC Charlotte
College of Art+Architecture and his MFA in Sculpture from the Rhode Island School of Design
(RISD). Ballard is the recipient of a Joan Mitchell Foundation Grant and has participated in
residencies at the Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop in Scotland (2013), and the Vermont Studio
Center (2011).

BET SY B I R K N E R
WINDGATE AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
CERAMICS // SPHERES OF IMPACT: CRAFT
STUDIO 315 // APRIL 14, 2014 to MARCH 24, 2015
Trained as a painter and ultimately establishing a successful career as a graphic designer,
Betsy Birkner has turned to ceramics in recent years to address social stereotypes of feminine
beauty. Through her work, she exploits elements of fashion as vehicle for self-expression and
concealment. Her creations are the embodiment of protection and power as evidenced in a
series of fantastical coats of armor inspired by deities, royalty, and pop culture icons.
In response to the greater external social dialogue and her own internal struggle, Birkner
says, “We armor ourselves against the onslaught of family, media, and cultural messages,
protecting the vulnerability of the ideal self. Until our true values can emerge from behind
the curtain, the ceramic armor serves as a façade of adorned fragility.”
Betsy Birkner earned a BFA in painting from Winthrop University and served as a photographer
and illustrator in UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of Botany and the North Carolina Botanical
Garden. She has led workshops in color theory, photography, illustration, and ceramics, in
addition to exhibiting her work throughout the southeast. Most recently, Birkner received a
Regional Artist Project Grant from the Arts & Science Council.

I should be skinny, 2012
Ceramic and glaze
17 x 12 x 4 inches

SPHERES OF IMPACT

McCOLL CENTER FOR VISUAL ART IS DETERMINED TO MAKE A GREATER
DIFFERENCE IN THE COMMUNITY BY CREATIVELY ENGAGING ARTISTS
AROUND OUR SPHERES OF IMPACT.
The Spheres of Impact are the issues identified by the Center’s stakeholders that are of
greatest relevance to our local and global community.
The Spheres: Environment, Healthcare, Education, Social Justice, Technology, Business
Innovation, International, Craft, Architecture/Design, and Beauty allow artists to
conduct inquiries in these domains and provide opportunities for artists to engage with
community to explore these issues more deeply. Refocusing all programs around the
Spheres has enabled the Center to deepen its existing partnerships and develop new
collaborations.
This engagement strategy enhances the artists practice providing opportunities for
the Center to permeate the walls of our Gallery and Studios to engage directly with
community. Artists are able to focus their work on making an impact on problems around
social, cultural, economical, political and environmental issues. In addition, while artists
come with intent and an area of inquiry, it is not until the artist is in residence do they begin
to identify the issue or topic they wish to unpackage. This investigation is conducted
in collaboration with community partners, open-ended and the result, unknown. Thus
making each engagement, specific and relevant to the community served resulting in
a vibrant relationship between the Center, Artist and Community. Together artist and
community explore, contemplate and co-construct responses to issues or topics that are
relevant to the Charlotte community. The results of this inquiry, can manifest in the form
of an object, conversation or even a performance. Whatever the outcome, artists lead as
catalysts for change, igniting positive social action and civic engagement.
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Creativity is not some mystical power that has been bestowed only
on the select few. Rather, it’s a muscle that everyone has and a skill
that anyone can strengthen and apply.
With Innovation being one of ten Spheres of Impact at McColl Center, the Innovation Institute
is a program designed to extend our mission as a catalyst for change, both for individuals
and organizations. The Innovation Institute’s three major offerings are:

OPEN ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS:

focused on personal, individual transformation

CUSTOM PROGRAMS:

for organizations to strengthen the capabilities of their people

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING WORKSHOPS:

teams design solutions to their organization’s complex challenges

To learn more visit McCOLLCENTER.ORG/INNOVATION
or email INNOVATION@McCOLLCENTER.ORG

THINK.
LIKE AN ARTIST.
INNOVATION INSTITUTE’S PROGRAM FRAMEWORK
ARTIST LED: Artists are the experts at the Innovation Institute
and they are what distinguish our program from other leadership,
innovation, or ideation programs.
EXPERTLY FACILITATED: Each session is co-led by a professional
facilitator who keeps the flow of the journey, maintaining continuity
throughout multi-day programs, and supports learning application by
helping participants connect-the-dots.
ARTS-BASED CURRICULUM: Using artistic skills, processes, and
experiences as educational tools, the Innova
tion Institute fosters
learning in non-artistic disciplines by helping participants to “Think
Like an Artist.”
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE: In our programs, participants make
meaning from direct experience, also known as learning by doing.
Our process is facilitated in an environment that cultivates success
through adventure, risk taking, and failure.

NOW ENROLLING:
THINK LIKE AN ARTIST: CREATIVITY, CURIOSITY & COURAGE
Fulfill creative capacity, unleash curiosity, and summon the courage
to act on ideas. From the Innovation Institute’s “Think Like An Artist”
series, Creativity, Curiosity & Courage will help you learn how to see,
think, and play like an artist.
Length: 2-Day Experience
Time: 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM
Location: Innovation Institute at McColl Center in Uptown, Charlotte
Tuition: $1,200 (includes materials, breakfast, lunch, and parking)
Average Class Size: 15
Enrolling Online: May 8 & 9, 2014
June 5 & 6, 2014

Featured
Alumnus
WILLIE LITTLE
15 YEARS CELEBRATING THE ARTISTS OF OUR TIMES
North Carolina native Willie Little shares the distinction of being among the first nine artists
to be in residence at the McColl Center for Visual Art in fall 1999. Over the past fifteen years,
his sculptures and installations have been exhibited nationally and internationally. Willie
currently serves on the Center’s National Advisory Board.
In late 2013, his acclaimed multi-sensory recreation of his father’s grocery store (by day) and
illegal liquor house juke joint (by night) was acquired by the Smithsonian National AfricanAmerican Museum of History and Culture in Washington, DC and is scheduled to open in 2015.
Willie currently lives and works in Oakland, California.

Installation view of Juke Joint, Multi-media installation with sound, Dimensions Variable.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Visit McCOLLCENTER.ORG/EVENTS for more

SYNTHESIS POP-UP EXHIBITION
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7

6 to 9 PM
Double Oaks Masonic Outreach and Family Center
Silent auction of sculptural works made by students in the Sculpture + Intercepting the
Waste Stream course at Central Piedmont Community College. Artworks were created using
waste from nearby Irwin Creek. All proceeds from the auction will support future stream
stewardship efforts of Irwin Creek.

OPENING RECEPTION AURORA ROBSON STAYIN’ ALIVE
FRIDAY, MAY 9

6 to 9 PM

ARTIST TALK
6:30 PM

Contemporary artist Aurora Robson has a practice that is not only graceful and poetic,
but ultimately part of a long-term solution to widespread apathy and nihilism. Robson’s
transformative practice intercepts from the waste stream plastic debris, excess packaging,
and junk mail in order to address urgent issues of consciousness as they relate to our values
and the environment. Aurora Robson Stayin’ Alive is the artist’s first major solo exhibition in
the Southeast. Featured will be new suspended and wall-mounted works and a site-specific
installation assembled from plastic debris. The exhibition’s title references a wide-awake
vigilance, whimsically asking us to consider what exactly staying alive on earth entails?
Consider the unnerving fact that all the plastic ever produced still exists and will remain
on earth long after we are gone: how and what we decide should stay alive is perpetually
in question. Seemingly inconsequential decisions we make on a daily basis have sweeping
impacts both in art and life.

BROWN BAG LUNCH & LEARN SERIES
12 to 1 PM

Artists-in-Residence will be sharing their personal journey and art-making methods with the community.

TUESDAY, JUNE 10 - AUSTIN BALLARD
TUESDAY, JULY 22 - JON PRICHARD
TUESDAY, AUGUST 12 - ANDY McMILLAN

ARTIST-TO-ARTIST PRESENTATION
THURSDAY, MAY 15

6 to 7:30 PM

Featuring: Windgate Affiliate Artists Austin Ballard, Betsy Birkner; Summer 2014 Affiliate
Artists Stacey Davidson, Andy McMillan, Jon Prichard, Rosalia Torres-Weiner; Environmental
Artist-in-Residence Ruganzu Bruno. Lively 10 minute presentations about our Artists-inResidence work and what they intend to do during their residency.

RUGANZU BRUNO: RECYCLED BEAD MAKING WORKSHOP
A THIRD THURSDAY EVENT
THURSDAY, JUNE 19

6 to 8 PM

ArtPlace America Environmental Artist-in-Residence Ruganzu Bruno will be facilitating a
unique workshop on making beads out of recycled papers.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ARGENTINE TANGO
BY PASSION FOR TANGO CHARLOTTE
A THIRD THURSDAY EVENT
THURSDAY, JULY 17

6 to 8 PM

Join us in learning the art of Argentine Tango in collaboration with Passion for Tango, a local
Tango dancing collective that strives to promote the art of Tango dancing throughout the
region. The workshop is the best introduction to this beautiful form of dance, and if offers an
opportunity to get in step with the Center’s current Artists-in-Residence.

BETSY BIRKNER RELIQUARY WORKSHOP
A THIRD THURSDAY EVENT

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21
6 to 8 PM

Windgate Affiliate Artist Betsy Birkner will be facilitating a workshop, based on the creation
of personal reliquaries, with the community. Guests are invited to bring in small, meaningful
objects to incorporate into their own personal reliquary.

OPEN STUDIO SATURDAYS
11 to 4 PM

We welcome you to explore Stayin’ Alive (through July 26)
and connect with Artists-in-Residence during Open Studio
Saturday. All of the artists will be in their individual studios,
available to provide background and context for their work,
as well as insights into their art-making practices.

MAY 24
JUNE 14
JULY 12
AUGUST 9

15 for15
Invest in Creativity

To commemorate our substantial success since opening 15 years ago and commitment to a
future of unprecedented growth under the new strategic vision, we hope you will consider
supporting the Center with a gift of $15, $150, or $1,500. Your support is vital to position
artists to create the art of our times and achieve our mission. Your generosity is crucial to our
ability to promote community, share and motivate the exchange of diverse ideas and value
art as a dynamic social force.
Visit McCollCenter.org to learn more about leveraging your support toward the Sphere of
Impact that speaks to you.

SNEAK PEEKS
BEVERLY McIVER

Fall 2014 Artist-In-Residence
Acclaimed contemporary painter Beverly McIver has long
utilized self-portraiture and depictions of her close family
members to examine African-American identity and her own
considerable efforts made to reconcile her challenging youth.
In 2012, McIver was the subject of the Emmy-nominated HBO
documentary Raising Renee that followed her transition from
tenured university professor and rising art star to primary
caregiver for her cognitively disabled sister.
Bill T. Jones, 2013,
Oil on canvas, 48 x 48 inches

MAREK RANIS

Exhibition Opening September 19, 2014
In celebration of our 15-Year Anniversary a new season of exhibitions kicks off
with a solo presentation of new multimedia works by McColl Center Alumnus
Marek Ranis. In fall 1999, Marek was among the first nine Artists-In-Residence.
Since that time, he has traveled the globe to research the unsettling
effects of climate change on indigenous populations and is now Assistant
Professor of Sculpture at UNC Charlotte’s College of Art+Architecture. His
current body of work is supported in part through a residency exchange
program with the Rasmuson Foundation and McColl Center for Visual Art.
marekranis.com

Arctic Utopia, 2014
Digital print on aluminum, 30 x 40 inches

Cover: Studio Portrait of ArtPlace America Environmental
Artist-in-Residence Aurora Robson

